Careers in Technology
There are few technology businesses
currently more critical to the global
financial landscape than London
Stock Exchange Group.
Our technology powers many of the world’s leading
financial exchanges, disseminating information and data
to investors, and managing systemic risk before crises
can occur. As well as supporting the Group’s own
businesses globally, our technology business supports
more than 40 platforms around the world.

Our commitment to innovation
At London Stock Exchange Group, we are committed
to staying at the forefront of technological progress and
innovation. Our technologists are driving many of the
emerging and disruptive trends currently taking place
in our industry.

As a world-class technology business we cannot
afford to stand still. In the world of financial technology,
change is constant, progress happens at rapid speed,
and competitive advantage is measured in nanoseconds.
LSEG is committed to ensuring we remain at the
cutting edge of our industry, analysing and applying
technological innovations across our global operations.
From Artificial Intelligence (AI) to Blockchain and
Distributed Ledger Technology, our technologists are
ensuring we utilise these capabilities to shape the future
of financial services, improving efficiencies, reducing
risk and creating new business models.

Our Technology programmes
As a member of LSEG’s Technology stream, you’ll have an
important role in harnessing new, disruptive technologies
and working on projects aimed at integrating these into
our frontline operations. The roles you undertake will
depend on your background and interests, and on the
needs of the business. You could be helping to enhance
our existing IT infrastructure, for example, or developing

the next generation of software and applications to drive
our business forward. Equally, as a technology project
manager or business analyst, you’ll play a key role in
helping us to shape our long-term technology strategy,
helping to build client relationships and to integrate new
companies and product lines into our core business.
Wherever your graduate or internship programme takes
you, you can expect constant opportunities to develop
your skills and knowledge along the way.
No two experiences are alike. Our graduate programme
is designed to provide exposure to different areas of our
global business, and, over the course of two rotations
in 12 months, you’ll come to understand exactly how
technology underpins the different aspects of our work.
You could find yourself supporting the Group’s world-class
financial exchanges and post trade operations, or driving
our rapidly expanding indexing and benchmarking
business. We’re looking for highly motivated individuals
from a Science, Technology, Engineering or Maths (STEM)
background with a demonstrable interest in technology
to join our graduate and internship schemes.

Our recruitment process
Both our graduate and internship programmes share
a consistent recruitment process. If you require any
reasonable adjustments at any stage, please contact
our team.
Stage 1	Apply online, submitting your CV and a short
motivational statement
Stage 2 Complete our online reasoning test
Stage 3	Take part in a telephone interview with one
of our team
Stage 4 Attend one of our assessment centres

How to apply
Learn more and apply online
at www.lseg.com/graduates
Internship and graduate application deadline
1 December 2019

